Dr. Lewis’ Guide To
Computers And Eye Health
Have you ever found that your eyes feel like they’ve been working over-time after sitting at the computer?
Well, you’re not alone. Many of my patients ask me about this, particularly why reading at the computer
is different than reading a book.
Unfortunately, we are not well-adapted for hours of reading at a computer screen. When you combine
this with our natural tendency to gaze at glowing lights (Sophie, our 16-month old, has been fascinated
from the beginning), this makes dealing with eye strain at the computer a significant challenge.
There are five major factors contributing to eye strain:
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Addressing even just one of these factors will make a significant difference in the way your eyes feel
after sitting at the computer.

Eye Position and Convergence
The natural eye position for reading is down and in. This is designed for good reasons.
Looking down and toward the nose utilizes 2 groups of muscles instead of one. It is much less
efficient (and difficult) to look straight ahead at a close object (screen) than down and in for even
short periods.
You can demonstrate the difference by
using a number 2 pencil, comparing what
it feels like to focus on the ‘2’ up close
and straight ahead versus down and in.

Eyes Wide Open
In the normal reading position, the eyelid
nearly covers the entire surface of the eye.
This is designed to keep the tears from
drying out too fast, allowing the eyes to
stay open longer. This also helps out with
blinking, but more on that below.
So what do you do about the issue of eye position at the computer screen?
When possible, position yourself or your monitor so that your gaze is pointing slightly downward and
the screen located at about arm’s length away.
First try and lower your monitor. Or sit up taller and raise your chair. Ideally, the angle of the screen
should be tilted to closely match the angle of your head position. One way to test this is to look out
straight ahead and notice if your gaze clears more than a few inches above the top of the screen.
This applies to large, flat-screen monitors as well.

Crucial Focusing
By now, you can certainly relate to the fact that working at a computer screen is different than reading
a book.
What about the common experience of blurry or shifting focus at the computer? You’re not alone on
this one either.
This is the second big factor contributing to more eye strain
at the computer.
The eye’s focusing mechanism, or zoom lens, is in a
constant state of flux at the computer. Normally the eyes
aim their focus slightly beyond the target. But the computer
screen causes the eye’s zoom lens to shift back and forth
as we gaze at the screen.
This often leads to over-focusing, which makes it more
difficult to re-focus when we look away from the screen.
This is also why we tend to creep in closer towards the
screen as time goes by — sabotaging other important
ergonomic considerations.
What can you do about it?
First, utilize the 20/20/20 Rule — For every 20 minutes at the computer, take a 20 second break
and focus on something 20 feet away, preferably a small legible target (i.e. a sign).
Next, adjust the font size (upward) as much as you can without sacrificing too much of the screen
area. Many programs, including the MS Office and most browsers, allow you to manipulate the font
size by holding down control and using either the scroll wheel on the mouse or the “+” or “-“ keys.
Finally, you need to address your particular focusing needs. For example, patients who have
Monovision with Contact Lenses (or after LASIK) may require computer glasses to even-out the focus.

Or many progressive lens-wearers with small frames do better with computer glasses.
Those of you between forty and forty-five (and in the ‘denial stage’ of presbyopia) tend to move the
screen further out than what is ergonomically and visually feasible. A low-power eye glass prescription
with anti-reflective coating works well for this and the glasses can stay at the work station.
Basically, you should get your eyes checked at least every year, or more often if symptomatic. Low
amounts of uncorrected astigmatism, as well as near-sightedness or far-sightedness are often very
simple to address.

Blink!
Ever been in a staring contest? — Last one to blink wins!
Blinking is under a fair bit of conscious control. This has major implications for computer vision.
How so?
Well, under normal conditions, humans blink
about 20 times per minute and about 10 times
per minute while reading a book. Research
has consistently shown that when working at a
computer, we blink about 5 times per minute.
Here in lies the dilemma.
Less blinking leads to dry spots on the surface
of the eye, often causing discomfort, blurry
vision and a general low-grade “noise” in an
otherwise finely tuned system.
By the way, contact lens wearers are usually the last to feel dryness because contact lenses cover

most of the eye’s surface and sensation. Unless you’re chopping onions, this can be a problem. By
the time a contact lens wearer ‘feels’ dryness, it is often in the later stages and associated with
pain and inflammation.
What can you do about blinking more at
the computer?
The fact that more of the eye is exposed when staring
straight ahead — rather than gazing slightly
downward — leads to greater tear evaporation.
So, lower the monitor if you can.

Blink More!!
You’ll notice that I’ve added 2 exclamation points for
extra emphasis as folks tend to gloss over this one because, well, it seems so intuitive.
It is very important to be mindful of blinking and do more of it while you work. Tear exchange on
the surface of the eye is the foundation for how the eye gets its oxygen, in addition to keeping
it comfortable.
Again, incorporate the 20/20/20 Rule:
For every 20 minutes of computer time, take a 20 second break, blink a few times and then look off
into the distance (20 feet away) to allow the eye to refocus.
Also, I’ve found it very helpful to invest in over-the-counter, non-preserved, artificial tears. Use them as
much as you like — but especially if you also wear contact lenses.
For people with mild symptoms, I recommend one drop for every hour of concentrated computer time.
And remember, non-preserved tears will not damage your lenses.

Sacred Rest
If there is one thing that being a new parent has taught me, it is the importance of rest.
In general we put our eyes through a major
workout every day.
And when we add to this work at the computer
(especially long stretches), it can feel a marathon.
How do we incorporate rest into computer vision?
Rest is fundamental to nearly all the tips I’ve
covered in this guide.
Whether blinking more, looking off into the
distance, using eye drops, or getting up and
taking a short walk, rest is a part of it.
As a review, how could you approach the prospect of taking a break from the computer screen
every 20 minutes or so?
Invoke the 20/20/20 Rule:


For every 20 minutes of computer time...



Pause for a 20 second break (or two slow, deep breaths if you like)...



And point your gaze on a small object (20 feet away) ... while blinking a few times.

It’s simple, but I promise it will make a huge difference.
I’ve resorted to an old egg-timer to help me stay on track, but beware if you try this at home or at
work: The bells may send you or someone nearby off the chair!

Let There Be Light
One of sweetest things I still enjoy doing is checking on Sophie in the middle of the night. Sometimes she
stirs a little. So I freeze and wait a few minutes — just long enough for my eyes to adjust to the dark.
Light (and dark) adaptation are, in my opinion, one of the more impressive features of our visual systems.
And what does this have to with computer vision?
Well, it probably comes as no surprise, but most
offices are way too bright for computers and comfortable
vision. The eye must continually shift between the low light
of the computer and the bright light of the surrounding
ambiance. This disparity can cause glare, fatigue, and blur.
So, what can you do about lighting and the computer?
1.

Ideally, the room or general office light
should be very low or dark with the overhead
lights OFF — especially fluorescents!

Remember:
The light coming from the computer is actually much lower than typical ambient light.
2.

Use a small halogen lamp to illuminate the desktop area.
Obviously, this can be difficult to control if you share an office with others. (Perhaps you
will now lobby your neighbors on the benefits of comfortable vision)...

3.

Always close the blinds. Save the view for break-time...
To test whether background light is too bright, make a visor with your hands — while
looking at the screen. If it feels more comfortable with the visor, then the room is too bright.

4.

If you wear glasses at the computer, make sure they have anti-reflective coating.

5.

Glasses that are prescribed for the
computer-only can be a relief when
progressive lenses or bifocals are
unwarranted.

6.

Finally, glare screens may be another
good option.

Eye position, focusing, blinking, taking breaks,
and lighting are all factors that lead to the
fundamental difference between the way we
were built for vision versus the demand of
modern lifestyles.
Incorporating just a few of the suggestions presented in this guide will go a long way toward improving
comfortable, efficient and healthy vision.

If you have further questions, don’t hesitate to drop me an email or call.
Best regards,
Dr. Jeffrey Lewis
Orinda Optometric Vision Center
81 Moraga Way
Orinda, CA 94563
Email: drjeffreylewis@orindaoptometric.com
To schedule an appointment,

CLICK HERE.

